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Keynote  
Mark Schill - Vice President of Research, Praxis Strategy Group  

 

Bio: Mark is an experienced community strategic planner, group facilitator, economic and demographic analyst, 

communication and public messaging strategist, and event planner. In 19 years with Praxis Strategy Group, Mark 

has led community multi-stakeholder committees to create visions and plans for downtowns, community housing 

policies, homelessness, community arts policies, workforce and economic development, and talent strategy. In 

the private sector, Mark has facilitated strategy and visioning for private organizations in the non-profit, energy, 

health care, insurance, and financial sectors.  

 

He has helped lead regional initiatives to increase and commercialize university research and to coordinate state 

STEM education efforts. He has worked on economic development strategies and policy reports for cities in 13 

states, and he has planned and implemented more than two dozen economic development action summit 

events.  

 

 

Update on Medical Marijuana   
9:20-9:50 Cardinal Room  

Donald Kress - Planning Coordinator, City of Fargo Planning and Development Department 

 

Abstract: Follow up to developments since last year’s NDPA conference including: the outcome of the medical 

marijuana manufacturing facility selection process, status of the medical marijuana dispensary selection process, 

local regulations and land use challenges encountered.  

 

Bio: Donald Kress is a Planning Coordinator with the Fargo Department of Planning and Development, where he is 

mainly involved in the development review process.  He previously worked for the Los Angeles County (CA) 

Department of Regional Planning and the Williston (ND) Planning Department.  He has a Bachelor of University 

Studies, with honor, from NDSU (1985) and Master of City and Regional Planning, with distinction, from California 

Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo (2006).  He is a member of the North Dakota Planning Association, 

American Planning Association, and the American Association of Geographers 

 

 

Breakout 1 Session A: Rights of Way: The good, the Bad and the Ugly 
10:05-10:55 Eagle Room  

Nancy MH Simpson - Planning and Zoning Administrator, Ward County, North Dakota 

 

Abstract: When should ROW be dedicated in Rural America? Why is it even an issue? In this session, learn how to 

tread delicately the issue of balancing landowner rights, while ensuring the “general welfare” of our communities, 

with facts and law. This topic is not for the faint of heart, proceed with caution. 

 

Bio: The Air Force brought Nancy to Minot in April 2015. Since then Nancy has made great connections and has 

become very involved in the community. When she is not in the office, she serves on Young Professionals 

Leadership as the Outreach Chair and represents YP on the Minot Area Homeless Coalition Board as Vice Chair. In 

her spare time, she enjoys good company and tasty libations. 
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Breakout 1 Session B: A Brownfield Redevelopment Case Study: Surly Brewing 

Company 
10:05-10:55 Cardinal Room  

Dan Fetter, P.E. - Vice President, Barr Engineering Company  

 

Abstract: Surly Brewing Company has been one of Minnesota’s fastest growing breweries and leader in the craft 

brewing industry sweeping the county. To support their rapid growth, Surly built their new destination brewery on 

the Minneapolis/St. Paul border after reviewing 80 potential sites across the Twin Cities metro area. 

 

The Site was uniquely situated near the University of Minnesota and a Metro Transit light rail line, but it also had a 

long industrial history that presented several environmental and geotechnical challenges. Over the past 70 years, 

the Site was the location of a variety of industrial uses including chemical, agricultural, manufacturing and food 

processing operations. The site impacts include: linseed oil processing residues, petroleum, PCBs, metals, methane, 

and widespread buried debris. 

 

Recognizing the challenges of this site, Surly assembled an experienced team of public and private specialists to 

navigate the Brownfield cleanup/redevelopment process. Barr developed a response action plan to address the 

legacy environmental impacts at the site, which included contaminated soil, groundwater, and soil gas. Site 

remediation costs were $3,500,000 and the team secured $2,000,000 in cleanup grants and $1,000,000 in loans to 

help offset the environmental challenges. The $35,000,000 Surly Destination Brewery opened in 2014 and 

expanded in 2017. 

 

Bio: Dan Fetter is Vice President at Barr Engineering Company, has a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from 

the University of Minnesota, and is a licensed engineer in Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Dan has 30 

years of experience in regulatory analysis, site investigation, remedial design, brownfields redevelopment, cost 

estimating, hazardous waste management, and remedial action coordination. He specializes in addressing 

legacy environmental issues at contaminated sites and industrial facilities and developing practical, cost-effective 

environmental solutions for redeveloping contaminated land. 

 

 

Breakout 2 Session A: Leveraging Federal Resources to Address Flood Risk 
11:05-11:55 Eagle Room   

Tony Krause, Flood Risk & Flood Plain Management, US Army Corps of Engineers  

 

Abstract: This session will address Federal resources available to support local communities in addressing flood risk. 

North Dakota flood risk management projects, ranging from technical assistance to constructed projects will be 

highlighted. While historically flood risk reduction projects often focus on structural measures such as levees or 

channel improvements, the session will also cover nonstructural analysis and measures including buyouts, 

relocation, elevation, and floodproofing. Nonstructural projects will be highlighted as an example. USACE Planning 

Authorities and the Silver Jackets Program opportunities will be discussed. 

 

 

Breakout 2 Session B: Resolving Land Use Conflicts Between Energy Infrastructure 

and Military Operations: A Department of Defense Grant Opportunity for North 

Dakota 
11:05-11:55 Cardinal Room  

Kevin Seegmiller - Director of Program Management, Delta Environmental Sciences 

http://www.ndplanning.org/
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Abstract: Government entities in North Dakota are eligible for a Department of Defense (DoD) grant to address 

conflicts between energy infrastructure development and military operations. The State of Arizona was the first 

state in the United States to apply for and complete this DoD grant. The byproduct of this grant, The Arizona 

Military and Energy Land Use Plan (AME-UP), helps military installations, regulatory agencies, local governments, 

and renewable energy developers coordinate efforts in siting, permitting, and constructing renewable energy 

projects within the State of Arizona. The AME-UP online tool enables prospective developers to quickly assess 

whether a desired location is potentially in conflict with military, wildlife, energy infrastructure, or other government 

regulations. In addition, it serves as an interactive community planning resource to spur discussion and 

collaborative siting of renewable energy projects, while respecting both military operations and landowner rights 

for energy development. 

 

Bio: Mr. Seegmiller is an accomplished multi-disciplinary planner with over 10 years of project management 

experience in environmental and regional planning, electric utility infrastructure siting and permitting, public 

involvement, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). He has specialized training in NEPA compliance and has 

worked with many major utilities and military bases throughout the western United States. Over the years, he has 

managed the design and development of several cutting-edge, web-based computer applications that allow 

extreme efficiency and accountability with the management of NEPA, electric utility siting, construction 

inspection, land-use planning, and military projects. These include web-mapping and public comment 

applications that reduce costs, abbreviate timelines, and improve decision-making on complex interdisciplinary 

projects. Mr. Seegmiller is currently working to complete a PhD at Arizona State University (School of Sustainability). 

His research addresses the transition of the electric utility industry and resolving land use conflicts in energy 

development. 

 

 

Poster Presentations: Compass Points: North Dakota Demographics at a Glance 
12:20-12:45 Canary Room  

Ina Cernusca - Research Specialist, North Dakota Compass / Center for Social Research, North Dakota State 

University 

 

Abstract: Demographic and socio-economic trends guide planning efforts by providing valuable insights about a 

community’s future infrastructure needs, resource allocation, and demand for services.  The poster introduces 

North Dakota Compass (ND Compass), a North Dakota specific data resource that provides a curated collection 

of reliable, accurate, and unbiased data on a variety of topics associated with quality of life in North Dakota. A 

project of the Center for Social Research at North Dakota State University, ND Compass helps identify, understand, 

and act on issues that affect communities, regions, and the state as a whole. Using data from ND Compass, the 

poster highlights notable demographic and socio-economic trends and a dashboard look at measures of 

progress in ten key areas in North Dakota (i.e., aging, children and youth, civic engagement, early childhood, 

economy, education, environment, health, housing, and workforce) as presented in Compass Points, the ND 

Compass’ annual indicator report. 

 

Bio: Ina Cernusca, MBA is a research specialist with the North Dakota Compass project and the Center for Social 

Research at NDSU. She has an extensive experience in market and social research and participated in many 

projects that involved quantitative and qualitative research, grant writing, project management, and 

outreach/extension activities. As part of the ND Compass team, Ina contributes to the project by creating and 

implementing strategies to continually grow and improve the quality of the website, by developing and 

monitoring performance measures, implementing impact evaluation methods, and conducting research projects 

associated with ND Compass. Ina earned her MBA from the University of Missouri Columbia and worked as a 

marketing research specialist with the Center for Agroforestry at the University of Missouri before moving to Fargo. 

 

http://www.ndplanning.org/
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Poster Presentations: The Past, Present, and Probable Future of Economic 

Development Districts 
12:20-12:45 Canary Room  

Mitch Calkins - Program Manager, Lake Agassiz Development Group  

 

Abstract: There are 556 regional development organizations (RDOs) in the United States. These multi- jurisdictional 

organizations, often having been originated out of gubernatorial action or state legislation, were meant to 

facilitate the crafting and implementation of solutions for region-wide problems. Over the years, these 

organizations have evolved due not only to the underlying political realities of the areas they serve, but also due 

to the changing levels of funding from state and federal sources that reflect constantly shifting priorities. As dollars 

for community and economic development remain in short supply, RDOs need to find ways of serving their local 

jurisdictions through innovation and strategic prioritization. However, little is known on how well RDOs serve their 

constituent local governments, especially capacity constrained rural communities. Through this examination of 

one subset of RDOs – federally designated economic development districts (EDDs) - insights are shared on the 

diversity of RDOs across the country and what this means for this type of quasi-governmental organization in the 

future. 

 

Bio: A life-long Fargoan, Mitch Calkins obtained bachelor’s and master’s degrees from NDSU in Sociology with a 

focus on community development. Currently, Mitch works at Lake Agassiz Development Group as a manager of 

several grant programs and services geared primarily towards rural towns in southeast North Dakota. 

 

 

Demonstration Projects: Short Term Actions for Long Term Change 
12:45-1:45 Cardinal Room  

Moderator:  Ben Ehreth, AICP - Assistant Division Director, Planning and Asset Management Division, NDDOT  

Panelists: Steve Mullen - Project Manager, Planning and Asset Management Division, NDDOT  

 Will Hutchings - Planner, City of Bismarck 

 Wendy Van Duyne-Stantec 

 Joe Burgum - Folkways 

 Rachel Laqua - City of Williston 

 Stephanie Halford - Planner, City of Grand Forks 

 

 

Abstract: Creating new community amenities can be costly and sometimes contentious. Demonstration projects 

are an increasingly popular planning tool that allow citizens to experience potential improvements and provide 

invaluable feedback prior to making costly investments. This discussion moderated by North Dakota Department 

of Transportation’s Planning and Asset Management Division will engage a series of panelists representing 

municipalities, private sector planners, and community activists from across the state to learn about how North 

Dakota is increasingly using demonstration projects as a planning tool. This panel discussion will cover topics 

related to planning and performance of demonstration projects as well as lessons learned.  

 

 

Breakout 3 Session A: Planning at the City Edge and Beyond 
1:55-2:45 Cardinal Room  

Scott Harmstead - NDPA President, Senior Associate Planner, SRF Consulting Group, Inc. 

Natalie Pierce - Planning and Zoning Director, Morton County 

John Van Dyke - Principal Planner, City of Mandan 

http://www.ndplanning.org/
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Abstract: The buzz around planning these days seems to be focused on urban issues…downtowns, infill, high 

density, etc. In North Dakota, we cannot ignore the fact that many continue to desire a rural lifestyle. What are 

some strategies to accommodate rural land use demand in your comprehensive plan? 

 

Demand for a rural lifestyle can lead to fiscally unsustainable sprawl and in other cases urban growth disrupts 

existing rural subdivisions. How do we approach these urban/rural conflicts? How can Comprehensive Plan 

strategies translate to the Zoning Ordinance? Case studies from Morton County to Eastern California will be 

explored. 

 

After a presentation, attendees will be invited to submit questions about their challenges related to rural planning 

and planning adjacent to cities. We will break up into group discussions to respond to attendee questions. 

Afterwards, each group will be able to report back on lessons learned. 

 

Scott Harmstead Bio: Mr. Harmstead is a Senior Associate Planner with SRF Consulting Group, Inc. Prior to working 

for SRF, he was a planner for Madera County, California. Scott holds a Bachelor’s of Science in City and Regiona l 

Planning from California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo.  The bulk of Scott’s experience is in working 

with cities and rural communities from long-range planning to implementation in California and the Upper 

Midwest. He is the current president of the North Dakota Planning Association. Scott currently resides with his wife 

and two boys on the rural fringe of Bismarck on over two acres, after having lived in a city neighborhood. 

 

Natalie Pierce Bio: Ms. Pierce is the Planning and Zoning Director for Morton County, ND. She served as a Planning 

and Zoning Commissioner for the City of Dickinson and also worked as a real estate agent. Prior to that, she 

worked for the Housing and Neighborhood Preservation Department in the City of Virginia Beach, VA on projects 

related to homelessness. Natalie holds a Bachelor’s degree from Barnard College, Columbia University, in New 

York City and a Master of Urban and Regional Planning degree from the University of California, Irvine. She is 

currently straddling the urban-rural divide by residing in a walkable Bismarck neighborhood while preparing to 

move to a 40-acre farm in rural Morton County with her husband and two young sons. 

 

John Van Dyke Bio: Mr. Van Dyke is the Principal Planner for the City of Mandan as of April this year. Previously, he 

was employed with Interstate Engineering working with several communities in North Dakota, including Beulah, 

Horace, and Wahpeton. A recent North Dakota transplant, John moved here from the Boise, Idaho area in 

September 2017. In Idaho, John worked in various fields of planning from land use, transportation, and economic 

development. He holds a Master of Community and Regional Planning and Bachelor of Business Economics, both 

from Boise State University. John now lives in Bismarck with his son who is 11 years old and daughter age 9. 

 

 

Breakout 3 Session B: Lessons Learned:  Redevelopment of Temporary Pocket 

Parks  
1:55-2:45 Cardinal Room 

Ryan Brooks - Deputy City Planner, City of Grand Forks  

 

Abstract: This session will provide a lessons learned approach to the development of a temporary pocket park in 

Downtown Grand Forks, North Dakota.  A brief history of the lot begins just prior to the 1997 Grand Forks flood when 

the lot was a furniture store.  After the flood, the store was demolished and the lot transitioned from a parking lot, 

to a temporary park, and finally to a redevelopment site where a five-story, mixed use building is being 

constructed.  The redevelopment approval process included City Council actions, a city wide vote, and a session 

at the North Dakota Supreme Court.  In the end, the construction was a catalyst for future development in 

downtown Grand Forks. 

http://www.ndplanning.org/
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Bio: Ryan is a Grand Forks native and received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from the University of North 

Dakota.  He began his planning career as an intern in the fall of 1997.  He went on to work full time with the Grand 

Forks-East Grand Forks Metropolitan Planning Organization.  There he worked on various transportation projects in 

addition to working with the city of East Grand Forks on city planning and transit.  In 2006, Ryan joined the City of 

Grand Forks Planning team working on new development projects and zoning issues.  About five years ago, the 

planning department merged with the community development department.  Since then, his duties have 

expanded to include economic development projects, downtown parking management, property management 

and various other special projects that have come up in the city.  He and his wife Amy have two children, Delaney 

(20) and Gannon (14). 

 

 

Top 10 Things to Know About Main Street 
2:55-3:05 Cardinal Room  

Ben Ehreth, AICP - Assistant Division Director, Planning and Asset Management Division, NDDOT 

 

Abstract: The Main Street Initiative is one of Governor Burgum’s 5 strategic initiatives. This presentation will provide 

an overall description of the Main Street Initiative, from what it is to where it’s going and key resources and events 

that have been developed along the way. 

 

Bio: Ben is a planner with over 15 years of professional planning experience. He has worked for local, regional, and 

state planning agencies in both land use and transportation planning. His diverse experience has involved working 

in current and long range planning associated with project based and policy related planning. In 2010, Ben was 

identified by North Dakota Business Watch Magazine as one of North Dakota’s “Top 40 Under 40” young 

professionals and was recognized by Kansas State University College of Architecture Planning and Design as a 

2014 Alumni Honoree. In 2017 Ben was recognized with a North Dakota Governor’s Award in part for his efforts in 

working to help strengthen local communities. He is active in both planning and community organizations serving 

as a member of the Bismarck Optimist Club, the North Dakota Planning Association, the Bismarck-Mandan Bicycle 

and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, and the Bismarck-Mandan area public transportation agency (Bis-Man 

Transit) board of directors. Ben lives in Bismarck with his wife Roz, daughter Madelyn, and dog Baxter. 

 

 

Breakout 4 Tour: Downtown Tour of Redevelopment and Historical Site 
3:30-6:00 Downtown  

Travel by yourself to Downtown, Parking available in Central Ramp (413 1st Ave N), one block north of Demers on 

N 5th St.  Tour begins at 4pm, meet in front of Central Parking Ramp, corner of N 5th Street & 1st Avenue North.   

City of Grand Forks Planning Staff and Grand Forks Historic Preservation Commission 

  
Abstract: Grand Forks has a rich history stemming from its steamboat and fur trade beginnings.  Historic buildings 

from the City’s earliest days coexist with buildings from later eras and phases of redevelopment.  The flood of 1997 

dramatically altered the downtown landscape and initial post-flood recovery saw an influx of reinvestment that 

both rehabilitated existing properties and brought new buildings.  More recently, after a few years of relatively little 

development activity, downtown Grand Forks is now in the midst of a new surge of redevelopment.  Downtown 

has several underway and upcoming projects that are expected to be completed in the next five years and bring 

nearly $100 million in investment to the community.  This walking tour will highlight key features of Grand Forks 

history as well as where downtown is growing next. 
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Breakout 4 Session A: Preparing your Community for Census 2020 
3:40-4:30 Cardinal Room  

Kevin C. Iverson - Manager, Census Office, North Dakota Department of Commerce 

 

Abstract: Census 2020 is right around the corner and the outcome is of dramatic importance to the state, counties 

and cities. According to a George Washington University Study, the Federal Government obligated $1,445,647,171 

in 2015 using data from Census 2010.  Per capita, that works out to $1,910 per year.  As we live with the result of a 

census for 10 years, that works out to $19,100 per person or $44,312 per household (average of 2.32 persons).  A 

decennial census of just 0.1 percent would cost the state around $15 million.  Communities are encouraged to set 

up local Complete Count Committees to encourage all residents to participate in the census.  

 

In preparation for 2020 various programs are in the works to ensure the Census Bureau has the correct political 

geography, and that all communities get correctly counted. This includes ensuring the bureau has current city 

boundary information and counties and cities have a chance to review the federal government’s confidential list 

of their current addresses under the Local Update of Census Addresses (LUCA) program. In 2019, the Census 

Bureau will ask local governments for help updating the statistical geography, Census Tracts, and Block Groups 

within the state.  

 

Bio: Kevin Iverson has served as the Manager of the North Dakota Census Office at the Department of Commerce 

in Bismarck in a full-time capacity since June 2013.  The office functions as both the State’s Data Center and the 

state’s representative in the Federal-State Population Estimate Program. In addition, Kevin is appointed as the 

Governor’s Liaison to the Census Bureau and the state’s executive branch representative to the Census 2020 

Redistricting Data Program. His education includes a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and a Master 

of Business Administration from UND. 

 

 

Breakout 4 Session B: Hunger in North Dakota 
4:40-5:30 Cardinal Room  

Taylor Syvertson , Study Coordinator, Ending Hunger2.0 

  
 

Abstract: One in 9 North Dakotans visited a food pantry or a soup kitchen in 2017. Even though it’s well hidden, 

hunger exists. Which begs the questions: Who is hungry? Why do they need help? To find those answers, the Great 

Plains Food Bank conducted the state’s largest and most comprehensive study on hunger, Hunger in North Dakota 

2018. Over 500 face-to-face interviews were conducted with clients of food pantries and soup kitchens in nearly 

every county across the state, as well as in depth surveys with over 200 charitable feeding programs. The study 

results shed light on who is in need and why, their household demographics, the barriers they face and the tough 

choices they are making every day. This session will provide you 1) a better understanding of a hidden population 

in rural and urban communities alike, 2) what solutions exist to end hunger, and 3) how your community can play 

an important role in meeting people’s food needs. 

 

 

Social: After the conference, join us for an evening of live music and good food in 

the Grand Forks’ Greenway!  
6:00-8:30 Downtown Greenway 

Greenway Takeover Festival  
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